
8/15/66 

Dear Mt. Verb, 

I'm never brief, but please understand it if this time I succeed. I'm deep in 

the scripting;  of ''UITB7A31.1 for radio sendicetion and a sequel. 

Your are 	about pl 181. That is a line in which a correction Was mdde, and 
I dc not know how this slipeed in. Fortunately, the next line makes this clear. 

Ray Marcus has been kind and UelpfUl. Litton has promised things I haven't 

Cotton and do not expect to Get. Lillian C., TIoso husband just hcd a stoke,
 has 

beer wonderful. She Cave me a set of Allis slides when he was late answering me and 

has eromised some prints. I'm  anxious npr the uncut ones, esp. 4,5 and 8. 

Imam not familiar with Hoch's work on the six versions of LIFE but I'd like t
o 

be. Also, where can I borrow or bu, a copy of the so-called Memorial Editon. 

Dolan is wonderful, as I have found other radio people to be. I had few m
ore 

hours on - Cell in Phil 	nicht-aturlay a.m., an! t ey played the tape leek. Hence 

I bud from 10 p.m. Friday until 6 a.m. Saturday. On the tape, the best thing is to 

insure it for, say ''50.00, whidh costs about a quarter. It con be s nt by pacial 

fourth-class rates for educational materials, which is 10V for the first pound and 

54 .!or each additional pound. Bill AConnell, (7nd. R.) lives at 2 4175 St
ansbury Ave., 

Sheen Oaks, I have met him only by phone end mail, and he is wonderful. He 
is a 

friend of Lillian C's. Helens toping facilities and may wmt a copy of the Dolan tape. 

For me, 1 7/8 is fine. it will then fit on one side of a five-inch reel (largest mine 

takes) of 1/2 rail mylar or both sides of a 600 ft. reel. I have a fttend with a 

professional studio, but whether they'll make a 1 7/8 tape or can I do not .know. Mine 

also) goes at 3 3/4. If you ask O'Connell, please tell him I today received from =wan' 

the sound tape of that dhow, both sides of e 7 inch reel of 1200 ft. If you think the 

Dolan show es so ething, 	it until you hear this I had four lawyers aga
inst me, 

includine the counsel for a competitor's publisher. Virtue triumphant and all
 that, it 

may he the cork puller. Metromedia is notOdoing #AK special, to bc syndicete
adl 

not in any hurry for the Dolan tape, just so I get it. 

Litton did mention that tape and other things. whet I want is comparison with 

his testimony, all of it, any aspect. 

ley referonce to Dave's placing of Altgens is not criticism. I shall in my own 

cork be returning to this when I can. It is simply that a straight line to ob
bects 

in the picture from the Altgens petition seems not in accord with what the full* 

picture shoes. I've sent O'Connell an almost full one that 1 got from AP and about w 

which I spoke to Litton. He may b. ve it. There must be core reason for the indefinite-

nets of the henelin-  of eltgens location, for Liebeler to have departed from practise 

to have marked it himself, and to have quarrelled with zateene. 

Your recollection and mine are the 38U0 re: Lovelady's shirt. I marked
 that FBI 

repeat for copying end it ears one of a Jam* batch on which 1  kept no notes on which 
the markers were removed. If you can get the doe number for meI'd like to get

 a copy. 



I Awn not have time to redo this work. If I cannot get the, number I'll have to 
forgo it. 

Lyle Stuart is one of my 63, one of the few who in addition was a chiseler. 

Wheu you see Keating again, ask him to pay me whJt he owes me with a subscription for 
thou long. It is something lika 0=0 0..50, air mail postage they said they'd pay 
and haven't. 

'our interpretation of the Times is sound. The piece does not represent the writers' 
opimion. 	have to live with such things. The .daily honk review people, like Newsweek, 
will not acknowledge a private edition exists. his one has now sold 9,V28 copies. 
Lillian is right on Willis. i  reached a similar conclusion by different means. Her 
wore is supbb. 

I presumed ell you west—coast -owl° knew each other, hence my  indifinite reference 
to OlOon-ell. Other than his intere't in .this, I know nothing of him except that he 
is very fine and warm and decent man.  had a wonderful phone call from him and 
Mrg.',ie Fields the weekend of the Mike Wallace show that meant much to me. 

italic, from what I have located or been promised I really need nothing else for my 
sevel but tine to finish it. I'd like any statements by Willis other than his 
testimony, esp. on the history of his film, the delay in return by SS, and any others 
he nade not in this 12. I knew the film had becn cropped. 'Thanks to Lillian, I now knot' 
how much on 5. I have detected an alteration in it she didn't. I haven't guessed what 
it mins. 

Thanks for everything. By the way, the Univ. bookstore can get the book from Reymar 
if they do not have it. I was to have heard from them the first of last month when the 
monager returned but ivAren't. 

food luck, 



August 9, 1966 

923A Fulton St. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
94117 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 

First, let me begin by thanking you for the many fine words 
you've expressed not only in personal letters to me but also in replies 
to others. They only make me feel very strongly about the worth of this 
entLre matter and of the efforts of dedicated people like yourself who 
are interested in determining the truth no matter where it may lead. I 
cannot thank you enough. 

Second, I must say that your prompt replies to my letters and 
the length of them have made me feel somewhat guilty for I had intended 
to write you much, much sooner than this. I wanted to bring kyour at-
tention to a whole range of matters that I feel are of importance re-
lating to this matter before this letter I am now writing but since the 
passage of time I may have forgotten some of them. I will try to men-
tioa a few things in the subsequent paragraphs. 

I will begin by referring to your book and what I believe is 
an Lncorrect word used in the text. Turn to page 181 and note that in 
the second paragraph (the fourth line down) you use the word "exit". 

This should be "entrance" if one is to properly interpret your in-
tention in describing the autopsy version of Humes. Otherwise, the 
use of the word "exit" would make no sense since the Warren Commission 
does not ascribe the bullet wound in the back as an exit wound but as 
an entrance wound. This may confuse your readers if the error is not 
corrected in future editions. 

In your letter previous to the August 1 letter (dated July 16) 
yet asked whether I or Ray Marcus had offered to lend or send a set of 
uncut Willis pictures of slides. I believe that it was most likely Ray 
whc promised you them because I don't even have them and have never had 
access to them. I have seen copies of these that Dave Lifton has but I, 
myEelf, never possessed them. In any event, I asked Dave to get in 
tot.ch with Ray Marcus and have them mailed to you. I presume that by 
now you have them. 

Faul Hoch and I are going to meet tomorrow with a represen-
tative of the Committee of Inquiry to decide what future actions we 
may take to get public attention about the matter. If you have any 
suggestions on this I would certainly appreciate your views. Hoch 
to:.d me he met you at the National Archives. Are you familiar with 
hil3 work concerning the six different versions of Life Magazine (Oct.2, 
1964)7 

Joe Dolan never misses a chance to comment favarably about 
your book. I heard him one night and he sa4d the book "will force a 
re-examination of the Warren Re Dort". After your show and the appearance 
of Dave Lifton which I arranged for Weeks after people were calling in 
regarding the case. Most expressed their approval. 

You asked for a copy of the tape of your show. Dolan skid he 

would make a copy for me and one for you. He couldn't make two, however, 

and so he gave me one which I now have. I know I promised you a copy 



and I do intend to send you one but I am very reluctant to send through 
the mail the only copy. I simply do not trust the Post Office and the 
possibility of it getting lost in transit seems very real to me. You can 
understand this when, in fact, I received a communication with some 
data on the case from a researcher and the envelope was ripped open. 
The contents were innocent enough but this appears to be a regular 
practice by the Post Office when they come across what they believe to 
be "sensitive" material. I do not think this to be a paranoic delusion 
on ny part because others that I kn,ow of also tell me that their mail 
is opened up. In fact I know of an attorney here in the city who was 
asked to handle a law suit involving such practices some time ago-. He 
decided, though, that it was not the time to do so. 

So, as far as a tape is concerned I will have to have a copy made 
from the one Dolan gave me and then send this to yau. It is not easy to 
locate someone with. a tape recorder to do this for me but by this coming 
week-end I am going to make a determined effort to get one made and then 
forward you the copy. Try k) bear with me in the meantime. 

You asked if the Dolan show got any newspaper coverage. Unfortu-
nately, it did not but this was more than likely due to their not know-
in E of the program in advance. I should have thought of this, though, 
although it is thalikely that any paper would have picked up on this 
even if I had notified them. 

I wrote to Lifton and asked him to make sure he sent you copies 
of the Zapruder statements as you requested. I wasn't sure what you 
meant by this but I presume you are referring to a tape recording made 
by Roy Douglas and Barbara Bridges which Dave Lifton and I heard at 
Ramparts magazine. Dave probably mentioned this to you and I suggested 
in a letter to Dave that this is probably what you were referring to. 
Incidentally, I took extensive notes on this tape and this may be of 
interest to you regarding Zapruder's and others statements. Walter L. 
Winborn said he "saw some smoke out of the trees to the left". He also 
saf.d he heard "three distinct shots" and saw one of the motorcycle po-
liceman in the beck of the president leap off the motorcycle and take 
of "at a direct line in direction of that smoke". Zapruder ts quoted 
on this tape as saying "the police were running back behind me". Holland 
is also on this tape and he is quoted as saying:"The only proof that I 
haire is the proof of the three or four more that was up there that saw 
the same thing that I saw." When Holland was asked to explain further 
he said "they asked me not to"(presumably referring to the Secret Ser-
vice or the FBI who interviewed himj. He did tell both. Douglas and Bridges 
that if they were to return to interview him again he would tell them 
more. He added:"If you want to write a book we'll say on science fiction 
then I can paint you a pretty good picture". Dave seems to feel that this 
statement by Holland bears out his theory which you are familiar with. 

I have copies of both Lane's book and Leo Sauvage.. Sauvage is a 
re:Aeration of material he has already written about. I have not read 
ether fully but Lane's is by far the superior. 

You mentioned something about the location of Altgens and/or 
Lovelady being improperly placed on the chart prepared from the plat. 
I ;presume you are referring to Ray's chart which I have seen at his home 
bu.; do not have in my possession. Dave feels the positions are accurately 
placed but I sw:,:est you correspond with both on this. 

Incidentally, with respect to Lovelady and his location. Lane in 



his book has some information which I had not come across but vaguely 
remembered readinin the early part of 1964. He cites (page 355) a 
Herald Tribune article referred to in Volume XXII, 794 which describes 
Love lady as wearing "a red and white striped sport shirt buttoned near 
the neck". This appears to be confirmed by an FBI interview old him to 
be found in the National Archives. If this is true it is unlike the 
clothing Oswald wore and unlike that seen in Altgens photo. In addition 
to this I have learned of someone in New York, I believe, has a photo 
of ovelady taken on the same day he was wearing this shirt. His name 
is Ed Cohen. It is possible that Sylvia Meagher can get you his address 
shculd you want to reach him on this. Sylvia appears to know just about 
every person working on the case. 

You mentioned rumors to the effect that publishers were trying 
to approach you. I have one suggestion on this. You might try Lyle 
StLart, publisher of the INdependent newspaper (N.Y.) and books of a 
controversial nature. He published "The Shark and the Sardines" and I 
know him fairly well. He is located in New York City at 239 Park Avenue 
South, New Yprk 3, New York. He could be persuaded although early in 
1964 when I asked him if he were interested in an article on Jack Ruby 
he told me he had no interest in the assassinationjt is possible he 
could have changed his mind since then. I believe it is worth. a try, 
and-way. 

I ran into Ed Keating, publisher of Ramparts. I asked him when 
he thought the issue on the assassination was going to come out. He 
sand it most likely would come out in December which would make it 
almost 6 months later than originally planned. He said they would ad-
here strictly to the anatomical and ballistics data and not go into 
other areas too deeply. The concentration will be on proving that 
more than one assassin killed the President. 

I read the New York Times review of your book but it was only 
a single paraTraph. It appeared to me that they weren't interested in 
Living you any publicity. It also occurred to me that they must have 
changed it before the final version was printed. I say his because 
you had Knkttwinxtaxmm told me on the phone that the review which you 
had seen beforehand had contained certain words that did not appear 
in the version that sold on 6he news-stands. I think this is im-
portant to point out because it suggests censorship in some form. 
Was this the case? 

For an accurate location of Willis, Lillian Castellano has de-
veloped proof to show that Willis slide ::.M5 was snapped at frame 202, 
immediately after the first shot. The FBI)through Shaneyfelt,testified 
that the shot was taken at frame 210. This may be of some help to you. 
I also suggest you contact her to find out how she determined this. 

You asked me to keep in confidence certain things such as a piece 
on Kneb.N,el's article in Look and a draft given to Bill O'Connell. I will 
of course,.keep this in the utmost confidence. The fact of the 6Rtter 
is that I have not seen your analysis of the Krebel piece and I don't 
even know who Bill O'Connell Is.Mo is he?). You can be assured though 
that I would not betray any confidence on any matter you would not wish 
me to discuss. Oh that I give you my absolute word. 

.11.ust get back to other matters now. I have more to discuss but 
this will have to wait. This letter should be enough of a "progress 
report" though. Hope you can reply soon. 

sincere&j2,_ 


